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ABSTRACT 

E-Banking has been playing significant role in improving banking services in 

Tanzania, the sector has been due to advancement of science and technology. 

However e-banking activities have been affected by laws and regulations that set by 

government.  

Therefore, the study aimed to study to assess the role of the government laws and 

regulations in the adaptation of e-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. General 

objectives of the study was to access the impacts of government laws and regulations 

in the adaptation of e-banking in commercial bank in Tanzania , specifically the study 

was aimed To determine the government laws and regulations that control e-banking 

activities in Tanzania to , to investigate the  complications, that are  in e-banking 

transactions in Tanzania in relation to government laws and regulations and To 

determine the banks and government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-

banking 

The study was  conducted at Dar Es Salaam whereby CRDB Bank was be used as the 

case study; the sample of 80 respondents was  randomly taken from staffs team and 

customers. The study has used qualitative  method in its application whereby by it was 

used in descriptive data.  

Both primary data and secondary data was used during the study. Primary data was 

collected trough interview and questionnaire while secondary data was collected by 

documentary methods. Data collected was analyzed and presented in descriptive way 

and numerical way.  

The study found that e-banking is governed by number of laws in Tanzania .The study 

concluded that there are no specific laws and regulations that are established by 

government to control E-Banking activities however there are existing laws . The 

study recommendations are the government should introduce specific laws which 

govern E-Banking activities in Tanzania ,this will help to eliminate the challenges . 

The laws will be introduced in consideration of the weakness and strengths of the 

services thus it will be a better way of solving the E-Banking challenges . 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the problem 

The banking sector is the section of the economy devoted to the holding of financial 

assets for others, investing those financial assets as leverage to create more wealth and 

the regulation of those activities by government agencies (Joshua, 2010). Tanzania has 

a well-developed and diverse financial services sector, with a number of large 

domestic and multinational lenders present, and a rate of financial inclusion that 

exceeds that of most other large economies in Africa (Kegan et al, 2005). 

Banking industry started during the colonial era whereby the major aim was to 

facilitate good economy in East Africa. The first bank was introduced in Tanzania by 

German in 1905 that located in Dar Es Salaam; the second bank was located at Tanga. 

Laws and regulation were made to control the banks by the Germans (Binamungu & 

Ngwilimi, 2006). 

The banking sector in Tanzania has gone through many changes over the last five 

decades. Following the nationalization of all commercial banks, during the 1970s and 

1980s, the banking sector was dominated by public-owned banks: National Bank of 

Commerce (NBC), Cooperative Rural Development Bank (CRDB), Tanzania 

Investment bank, Tanzania Housing Bank and Tanzania Postal Bank. The financial 

sector struggled: directed lending by state-owned banks to loss-making public 

enterprises resulted in chronic non-performing loans (IMF, 2017). The introduction of 

market-based reforms in the mid-1990s led to the privatization of NBC and CRDB 

and opened up the banking sector to privately-owned domestic and foreign banks. 
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During the following two decades, the liberal licensing practice of the BOT has led to 

a gradual increase in the number of banks (Binamungu & Ngwilimi, 2006). 

Tanzania as at December 2017 has more licensed banks than in other East African 

countries. The largest number of banks is majority foreign-owned. This includes 

several international banks, pan-African banks, and a number of regional banks (IMF, 

2017). One of the foreign-owned banks (FBME Bank) has been predominantly 

operating as an offshore bank through a branch in Cyprus, and was recently identified 

as source of money laundering risk by the U.S. authorities. The domestically owned 

banks are dominated by several formerly state-owned banks that were privatized in 

mid1990s. There has also been an expansion of community-based banks. The 

government maintains ownership of a number of banks, including an investment-

oriented bank. 

As technology is being improved as days passes so as people change to adopt the new 

and advanced technology. This era of advanced technology has been helpful in 

making transaction of money of individuals or companies in the commercial banks 

(WEF, 2011).   

This made commercial banks to form an advance system that will enable people to 

make transactions in an easy and safe way called E-Banking. Banks began offering 

new communication channels to convey their services since mid-1980(Aljaafreh & al, 

2015)  but during the era people were skeptical on using the system through the help 

of companies that offered online shopping the banks started the system to their 

customer hence in 2000’s they gained a lot of customers. For example, Bank of 

America, it took 10 years to acquire two million people to use the e-banking 

system.(Batchelor, 2017).  

The increase of usage of technology especially in businesses has made the UN to 

create the model of electronic commerce. This model concentrates on the legal aspects 

done on electronic contracts and transactions.  This law has helped to solve major 

problems associated with obligatory written form, signature, original and copies, 

storage of contact documentation in electronic form and also in the forensic evidence. 
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Also, the EU in 1999 created (UNICITRAL modern law) this document focus on the 

legal aspects on electronic signature from the document it states “if the European 

Parliament is used exclusively in closed systems, document management system 

(based on agreements between a limited numbers of participants), the legislative 

regulation is not necessary. 

 

In Tanzania e-banking started around 1990’s whereby the ATMs were one of the early 

E-Banking systems offered by the commercial banks, later on debit card, pre-paid 

cards introduced. Now day’s individuals use phones as means of communication on 

which the commercial banks have collaborated with the communication companies in 

the country such as TIGO, Vodacom, Airtel, Zantel with EazyPesa and TTCL through 

Tigopesa, M-PESA, Airtel money, easy pesa and TTCL Pesa respectively in doing 

payments (IMF, 2017) 

After the introduction of laws the government decided to introduce laws that will 

govern the whole E-Banking operations . according to  (BOT) 2011  the country has 

no policy and laws on e-banking regulation though there are few of them has govern 

the e-banking system in commercial but they are not enough to restrict problems such 

as misuse of the computer to conduct fraud or a person using the Internet and mobile 

banking to steal and not given accountability hence trough the study the researcher 

will focus on finding the laws that do exist in governing E-Banking in Commercial 

banks 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

In Tanzania, the banking industry is governed by two acts that are Banking and 

Financial Institutions Act 2006 and The Bank of Tanzania Act 2006. The section 5 (1) 

of the Bank of Tanzania ACT 2006 describe the function of BOT as the regulations 

and supervising of banks and financial institutions. Furthermore Section 6(1) (a) of the 

Bank of Tanzania Act (2006) pointed Bank of Tanzania as the supervisor of all 

financial products and services in Tanzania.  
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Mukama (2014) argued that the law of contract act stipulate that a contract is 

established when an offer is created and accepted by offeror and offeree respectively. 

In traditional banking systems, the contract between customer (creditor) and debtor 

(bank) was created physically during opening bank account and depositing cash. 

However, in e-banking system the contract is made through SMS and email from bank 

to the customer informing amount deposited. The electronic contract is said to be not 

enforceable since contracts are just simple contracts, it doesn’t stipulate the rights of 

the parts.  

Mukama (2014) added that in e-banking there is possibility of occurrence of frauds 

that can lead to personal loss of money. In e-banking, no physical contact between 

customer and bank, this provide room for computer hacker to forge cheque and 

sending to the particular paying bank. Whenever such situation happens, who can take 

responsibility among customer, bank or network provider? (Mkoka, 2014) Argued that 

the current laws (Banking and Financial Institutions Act 2006 and The Bank of 

Tanzania Act 2006) don’t stipulate who can take responsibility whenever forgery 

fraud occurs in banking activities.  

Mkoka (2014) argued that the e-banking features more than contractual relationship 

that leads to complication on who take responsibility when problem arises. The 

current laws and regulations (Banking and Financial Institutions Act 2006 and The 

Bank of Tanzania Act 2006) don’t stipulate rights, duties and responsibility of each 

part within the e-banking system.  

Adam & Walker (2015) explained that through e-banking, banks have been 

encountering money laundering challenge through money laundering laws. According 

to anti-money laundering act 8(1) 2000 obliges bank to restrict withdrawal amount 

from electronic payment card. The act also requires banks to report to the BOT any 

suspicious transaction conducted by customers. The act results ATM transaction to 

have limit whereby normal customer has limit of TZS 1,000,000 per day while 

corporate customer has limit of TZS 3,000,000 per day.  

Various efforts have been conducted by banks and financial institutions at large to 

reduce e-banking challenge in Tanzania. Large banks like CRDB, NMB, and Standard 
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Chattered etc. established internet banking that allow customer to make transactions 

electronically by uploading spreadsheet to the bank website. However, the systems 

have been encountered by to anti-money laundering act (2000) that restrict amount to 

send in a day(Adams & Walker, 2015) 

Therefore, in consideration of above explained complications on e-banking and legal 

affairs, the study was conducted to assess impacts of the government laws and 

regulations in the adaptation of E-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. The 

study was conducted at Dar Es salaam whereby CRDB will be taken as the case study.  

1.3 Objective of the study 

1.3.1 General Objective 

Generally, the study assessed impacts of the government laws and regulations in the 

adaptation of e-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

The study had the following specific objectives: - 

i. To determine the government laws and regulations that control e-banking 

activities in Tanzania. 

ii. To investigate the   complications, that are  in e-banking transactions in Tanzania 

in relation to government laws and regulations. 

iii. To determine the banks and government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-

banking related to the laws and regulations. 

 

1.4  Research Questions 

The study was guided by the following research questions: - 
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i. What are the government laws and regulations that control e-banking activities in 

Tanzania? 

ii. What are the complications occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania in 

relation to government laws and regulations? 

iii. What are the banks and government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-

banking challenges related to government laws and regulations? 

 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The study offered a contribution to the existing theoretical and empirical knowledge 

regarding the e-banking in Tanzania. Since the study used primary data in data 

collection thus it can be used as the secondary source of data by other researchers who 

worked on e-banking and banking industry at large in Tanzania.  

The study can be used by policy makers of government and private sectors on 

formulation of new policies that enhancing e-banking. The new policies can be used to 

improve banking industry on matters related to e-banking.  

The study is expected to help the government in the future decision making to review 

the laws and regulation related to the adaptation of e banking. It will help the fill gap 

of the impact of the government laws and regulation in the adaptation of e-banking.  

The study is a Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Award of Master’s 

degree that set by the Mzumbe University. Therefore, in accomplishment of this 

study, researcher will be awarded Master’s degree in accounting and finance. 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The study assessed impacts of the government laws and regulations in the adaptation 

of e-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania where by CRDB Bank will be taken as 

the case study. The study was conducted in Dar Es Salaam.  

1.7 Organization of the report 

The thesis is organized into six chapters:- 
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Chapter One, in this chapter the study covers the background information to the study, 

Research problem, Research objectives, Research questions and the significance of the 

study. 

Chapter Two, this chapter reviews related literature concerning the study based on 

three categories namely, theoretical literature review, empirical literature review, and 

Conceptual framework. 

Chapter Three, in chapter three the study presents Research Methodology, research 

design. Sample design, sample size, unit of analysis, sampling techniques, types and 

sources of data, data collection methods, validity and reliability issues, expected 

results, data analysis and the limitation of the study. 

Chapter four, in this chapter researcher has presented findings that had been collected 

from the field. Researcher has analyzed the data according to study objectives.  

Chapter five, in this chapter researcher has provided the discussion of the findings 

Chapter six , in this there are the study summary , conclusion and policy implications  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the overview of the study, which discusses issues that relating to 

impacts of the government laws and regulations in the adaptation of E-Banking in 

commercial banks in Tanzania. The chapter will discuss the research foundation in 

which a review of literature for this research is based on while also doing critical 

analysis on previous researches done in the similar research topics. This analysis aims 

at scrutinizing the previous researches in order to shadow some light into the path 

toward the research took. 

In summary, the chapter provides the theoretical and empirical literature of the study 

and overview of the conceptual theoretical framework. In theoretical review 

researcher will provide definitions of terms used in this study while in empirical 

review, researcher will review the empirical evidence of the study in relation to the 

objectives of the study. 

2.2 Definitions of the key terms 

2.2.1 E-Banking 

E Banking is simply defined as the use of electronic and telecommunications network 

for delivering various banking products and services (Tan & Teo, 2000). The service 

enable customer to access his account and conducting transactions by using his computer 

or mobile phone device.  

Adam & Walker (2015) defined e banking as an electronic payment system that 

enables customers of financial institutions especially banks to conduct a wireless 

financial transactions. The online banking system normally connect to be part of 

the core banking system operated by a banks and is in contrast to branch 

banking which was the traditional way customers accessed banking services. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_money
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_institution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_transaction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branch_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branch_banking
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Joshua (2010) argued that online banking was first introduced in the early 1980s in 

New York, United States. There were four banks that are Citibank, Chase 

Bank, Chemical Bank and Manufacturers Hanover bank that offered home banking 

services. Chemical introduced its Pronto services for individuals and small businesses 

in 1983, which enabled individual and small-business clients to maintain electronic 

checkbook registers, see account balances, and transfer funds between checking and 

savings accounts. Pronto failed to attract enough customers to break even and was 

abandoned in 1989. Other banks had a similar experience. 

 

Figure 2. 1: E banking channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Sharma, 2012 

  

E banking  

DEBIT 

CARD 

E-money 

Internet 

banking  

ATM 

E finance providing financial 

services through electronic 

channels 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citibank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chase_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chase_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturers_Hanover
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pronto_(service)&action=edit&redlink=1
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E Finance providing financial services through electronic channels 

2.2.1.1 Internet Banking 

Evan (2019) explained Internet banking as a system of electronic payment that enables 

banks' clients to access financial tractions through website or phone applications. The 

online banking system will typically connect to or be part of the core banking system 

operated by a bank and is in contrast to branch banking which was the traditional way 

customers accessed banking services. 

Evan (2019) added that Banks have internet software that used to operate internet 

banking, the software provides personal and corporate banking services offering 

features like, obtaining statements, viewing account, balances making payments and 

checking recent transaction.  

Tan & Theo (2000)explained that to access a financial institution's online banking 

facility, a customer with internet access will need to register with the institution for 

the service, and set up a password and other credentials for customer verification. The 

credentials for online banking is normally not the same as for telephone or mobile 

banking.  

Sharma (2012) argued that financial institutions now routinely allocate customers 

numbers, whether or not customers have indicated an intention to access their online 

banking facility. Customer numbers are normally not the same as account numbers, 

because a number of customer accounts can be linked to the one customer number. 

Technically, the customer number can be linked to any account with the financial 

institution that the customer controls, though the financial institution may limit the 

range of accounts that may be accessed to, say, cheque, savings, loan, credit card and 

similar accounts.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branch_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_account
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credential
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephone_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_banking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_banking
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2.2.1.2 Automated Teller Machine (ATM) 

Mohammed (2015) described ATM as an automated electronic machine in a public 

place that connected to a financial institutions (banks) system, the machine is operated 

by banks but activated by a customer to withdrawal money, deposit, checking balance 

other banking services. ATM sometimes referred as money Machine or cash machine.  

 

Sharma (2012) defined that ATM as an electronic computerized telecommunications 

device that allows customers of banks and other financial institutions to directly use a 

secure method of communication to access their bank accounts, order cash and 

checking account balances without the need for a human bank teller. Some ATMs 

allow customers to deposit cash, transfer money between bank accounts, top up 

mobile phones' pre-paid accounts even buy postage stamps. 

2.2.2 Bank 

Barone (2019) defines bank as a financial institution licensed to receive deposits and 

make loans. Banks may also provide financial services, such as wealth management, 

currency exchange, and safe deposit boxes. There are two types of banks that are 

commercial banks and investment banks. In most countries, banks are regulated by 

the central bank. 

2.3 Theoretical Review 

In this study, researcher will review the theories related to impacts of the government 

laws and regulations in the adaptation of e-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania.  

2.3.1 Legal Theory of Finance (LTF) 

The theory holds that financial markets are legally constructed and as such occupy an 

essentially hybrid place between state and market, public and private. At the same 

time, financial markets exhibit dynamics that frequently put them in direct tension 

with commitments enshrined in law or contracts. It was developed by (Pistor, 2013). 

The legal theory of finance was discussed on the journal of Comparative Economics.  

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/centralbank.asp
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The theory based on the two views that are liquidity volatility and Fundamental 

uncertainty, these two views portray the same. The theory according to (Pistor, 

2013)assumes that if the future were known, the players (finance stakeholder) could 

take precaution to deal with future liquidity scarcity. The theory further illustrates that 

if liquidity were always available on demand, i.e. a free good; players could refinance 

commitments as needed when the future arrives.  

Based on these premises legal theory of finance can illuminate core features of the 

contemporary global financial system, including its inherent instability, its 

organization into an apex and a periphery, the differential application of law in its 

different parts and last but not least the locus of discretionary power. As such legal 

theory of finance can serve as the foundation for a political economy of finance. 

Within this framework there is ample room for analyzing the behavior of actors using 

rational choice models, but also a more socially embedded approach in 

socioeconomics. Critical contribution of legal theory of finance is to emphasize that 

the legal structure of finance is of first order importance for explaining and predicting 

the behavior of market participants as well as market-wide outcomes. 

The theory argued that anyone who deposit fund in an account of bank or financial 

institutions has the right to withdraw his/her funds anytime, this is like how investors 

do in an open-ended mutual fund. These rights are created by laws; furthermore the 

rights are protected by laws of the particular country. When all customers enforce 

their rights at the same time, however, a system built around maturity mismatch must 

collapse. Deposit insurance is one way to mitigate against this risk, but because of 

moral hazard concerns is limited to regulated banks. Market-based solutions protect 

individual parties against future events through insurance devices; they tend to operate 

in a procyclical fashion and can therefore exacerbate rather than mitigate the system’s 

instability. 

2.3.2 The Fundamental Principles of Financial Regulation 

According to fundamental principles of financial regulation by (Meier, 2016) , the 

classification of financial institutions should be based on objective risk measures that 

capture the risk-spillovers from one institution to the next. Any financial institution 
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that is subject to systemic risk, not only banks but also other interconnected financial 

players, like banks, should be covered by regulations. The fault line of regulations 

should be primarily determined by the institution's actions and asset-liability structure, 

while its legal identity as banks should only play a secondary role.   

According to (Meier, 2016) one of the greatest concerns amongst both banks relates 

not so much to competitive inequalities amongst and between domestic banks, but 

those between domestic owned banks and subsidiaries and branches of foreign banks. 

The principle is that the country or entity that bears the burden in case of a bailout of a 

financial institution should also be in charge of regulating that financial institution. 

Hence, the principle suggests that any branch (of foreign-owned) banks designated as 

'systemic' by a host country should automatically be required to change its status to 

being a separately capitalized subsidiary. Then exactly the same capital and liquidity 

adequacy requirement calculations would apply to foreign-owned systemic 

subsidiaries as to domestic banks.  

2.3.3 Financial intimidation theory 

According to (Gurley & Shaw, 1960)This theory explains on how the banks play a 

role on the economy . Also it highlights the role of centrals banks and the impact of 

regulations . The existence of the theory explain how banking faces challenges in the 

category factors which are High cost of transaction, lack of competence in information 

use and the method of regulations . The method of regulation focuses on the influence 

of  liquidity and solvability of intermediaries .  

2.4 Empirical Review 

In this section, researcher reviewed empirically literatures related to the impacts of the 

government laws and regulations in the adaptation of e-Banking in commercial banks 

in Tanzania.  

2.4.1 Level of adaptation of e-Banking among Commercial Banks 

The study of Ngado (2017) examined effects of technology innovation on commercial 

bank performance in Tanzania. The study has three specific objectives that are  to 

identify at which extent Automated Teller Machines contributes to Commercial Bank 
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performance in Tanzania, To determine at which extent Mobile Banking contributes to 

the Commercial Bank performance in Tanzania and To examine at which extent 

Internet Banking contributes to the Commercial Bank performance in Tanzania .  

The study used quantitative method to conduct a research work in 56 commercial 

banks in Tanzania. The study used multi-stage sampling, in the first stage cluster 

sampling used to group the target population in Top management. The second stage 

involved stratified sampling, which grouped commercial Bank manager in middle 

management. In the third stage involved stratified sampling which will group the 

Commercial Bank manages in lower management. Finally, systematic random 

sampling used to select the individual respondents for the study. 

The study used 30 respondents to collect data by using questionnaire and interview 

method. The study used SPSS to analyze whereby the data were validated, edited and 

coded before analysis.   

The study found that there has been significant challenges among People as 

recognized and proved by an increase in income employment level saving and assets 

ownership to them in which case Technology and Commercial Bank has resulted. 

Further the study found that the commercial bank Performance in Tanzania are still 

not determined by an array factors of technology innovation namely, Automated 

Teller machine, mobile banking and internet banking. In this respect there is a need of 

commercial bank in Tanzania, to provide more education to its customer on the use of 

technology innovation arrays such as (ATM), Mobile banking and Internet banking 

and others array of innovation. This is because the adoption of innovations by 

commercial banks has a high potential of improving financial Performance and hence 

better returns to the shareholders. 

The study recommended that Technology and Commercial Bank section should invest 

more in order to advertise its service so that to recruit more people for them. Also 

instead of concentrating in urban areas only, there is need for them to expand services 

to the rural areas whereby the there‘s no investment of Technology and commercial 

Bank. 
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Study of Alwan and Abdelhalim (2016) assessed the Determinants of Internet 

Banking Adoption among Customers of Commercial Banks in Jordan. The study 

focused on the adoption of Internet banking by customers of Jordanian commercial 

banks, the barriers restraining its growth, and the solutions to some of the main 

hindrances that face this innovative technology. The study had two specific objectives 

that are to examine current state of Internet banking adoption by commercial banks’ 

customers in Jordan and to determine the critical factors controlling the customers’ 

adoption of Internet banking. 

The study used sample of 476 customers having accounts in thirteen local commercial 

banks in Jordan were randomly selected, the banks used are those that has internet 

banking. The self-administered questionnaire relying on a 5-point scale was used to 

solicit the primary data. The factor analysis-varimax rotation was used to determine 

the dimensions of the study items whereas the simple regression was employed to 

determine the relative influence of perceived privacy and security, perceived ease of 

use, service quality, customer trust, and customer feedback on Internet banking 

adoption. 

The study found that the profitability of banks using Internet banking was higher than 

nonusers of the Internet, and the small banks focusing on online banking services were 

less cost than nonusers of Internet banking. The Internet and ecommerce represent 

promising avenues for creating marketing and improving customer satisfaction and 

loyalty. Corporate customers, in particular, are demanding efficient, flexible and 

customized services from their banks. 

The study concluded that the descriptive analysis of the sample profile indicates that 

the adoption rate is low (14.5%) and is tracked mainly by customers of high education 

levels and high ability in using computer applications and having internet experiences.  

The study recommended that bank should persevere what is new in Internet banking 

that provides more safety since the internet is being unveiled to hacking and 

unauthorized invasion. 
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2.4.2 Laws and regulations associated with e-Banking in Tanzania 

Study of  aimed at determining the legal analysis of Electronic Banking and 

Technological Development in Tanzania. The study reviewed banking laws in 

Tanzania in relation to electronic banking and technological development. The study 

was conducted in Dar Es Salaam whereby secondary data were collected through 

documentary review.  

The study found that to date (2014) there is no adequate law regulating electronic 

banking in Tanzania as the banking laws currently in force that are applicable to the 

traditional banking also extend its application to the electronic banking. These laws 

are; the Bank of Tanzania Act, Act No. 4 of 2006 and the Banking and Financial 

Institutions Act, Act No. 5 of 2006. The only place where these legislations making 

reference to electronic banking, is in expression of the powers and functions of the 

Bank of Tanzania. 

The study found that the Bills of Exchange Act requires physical presentment of the 

cheque contrary to that, the cheque will be dishonored due to violation of the law. 

However, the Act gives an option to parties involved to waive such requirements. Yet, 

it cannot be said that, the Act authorizes electronic cheques whereby physical 

presentment cannot be affected. The study also shows that our criminal law regime 

lags behind technological development since cybercrimes are not covered. Reference 

has been made to the Criminal Procedure Act, the Penal Code, the Terrorism Act, the 

Proceeds of Crimes Act and the Anti-Money Laundering Act. 

 

The study concluded that The author found out that, the main reason as to why up 

until now there is no specific law regulating electronic banking despite the fact that 

banks in Tanzania engage in the same to the maximum, is that responsible authorities 

are of the view, over regulation hinders technological development, so it is better to 

leave the electronic banking self-regulated. In disagreement with the reasoning, some 

law experts asserted that, it is not good at all for electronic banking or e-commerce in 

general to lack adequate protection of the law. It is better for the basic aspects of it to 

be regulated by the law even if some aspects remain self-regulated. The author agrees 

with the latter stand for the reason that, it is only from the law, that the legality of 
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anything is driven. Therefore, it is not safe to conduct electronic banking transactions 

relying only on Bank of Tanzania documents. 

The study recommended that Tanzania legal regime has to change so as to adequately 

accommodate technological development in electronic banking. The change can be 

affected by the enactment of a new legislation or by an amendment of the existing 

laws. 

 

The study conducted by Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP) 2010, aimed 

to assess Update on Regulation of Branchless Banking in Kenya. The study used 

secondary data from banks and telecommunication companies in Kenya.  

 

The study found that there is no laws or regulations dealing directly with e-money in 

Kenya. The adoption of e-payment regulations, which would govern e-money issuers, 

is linked to the passage of the National Payment System Bill, which would be the 

basis of their authority. It appears likely that this bill, which has been under discussion 

for several years, will finally enter the Parliamentary process in 2010, although the 

speed of passage remains uncertain. The precise nature of regulation would be linked 

to the scope of the bill, but the expressed intent of Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) is to 

move to risk-appropriate regulation of the nonbank e-money issuers. 

The study concluded that in the absence of any legal framework, the issuing of e-

money by a licensed financial institution does not appear to raise any issues with 

CBK. With regard to nonbanks, CBK’s current approach seems to depend on whether 

the activities involved in e-money issuance fall under the definition of banking 

business in the Banking Act. A non-bank can avoid falling under the definition of 

banking business by not lending, investing, or otherwise placing at the risk of such 

nonbank institution the funds mobilized. It is likely that the same conclusion will 

apply to the definition of deposit-taking microfinance business, although the definition 

is less easy to interpret. 

2.4.3 Complications occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania 

Study of  assessed the aspects of electronic banking in Tanzania. The study described 

advantage and challenge of internet banking in Tanzania. 
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The study found that Electronic Banking is hindered by cybercrimes activities that 

occured , since person can forge the whole aspect form a distance and become 

unrecognized acts of phishing in which one creates an email in the name of the 

financial Institution and deliver it to customer, would cause a serious challenge by 

giving out information which are used to draw money from a person’s account. The 

latter challenge is with individuals who would steal by creating website resembling 

that of one’s bank and attain data that enable him take someone  money as if he is the 

real owner. 

 

Furthermore, the study found that current legal system on electronic banking does not 

provide for adequate safeguards to create an environment of trust for electronic 

banking. And consequently institutions cannot set up related provisions to support 

electronic transactions of their own. While one would expect the accused to face 

cybercrimes or computer crime charges, the accused faced three counts of economic 

sabotage. All this is the result of lack of cyber laws in the country to address 

cybercrimes. 

 

2.5 Conceptual Framework 

The study aimed to assess impacts of the government laws and regulations in the 

adaptation of e-Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. Specifically the study will, 

determine the laws and regulations that regulate e-Banking and identify the 

complications that occurs in E banking Tanzania and banks efforts on eliminating 

problems associated with e-banking. 

 

The study will have two variables that are dependent variable and independent 

variable, government laws and regulations will be independent variable while 

adoption of e banking will be dependent variable. For the dependent variable (e 

banking) to work out, there must be independent variable (government laws and 

regulations) that affect dependent variable. 
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Figure 2. 2: Conceptual framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Researcher, 2019 

Figure 2.3 shows the conceptual framework of the study, it shows the relationship of 

the study variables. Government laws and regulated are Banking and Financial 

Institutions Act 2006 The Bank of Tanzania Act that government e banking in 

Tanzania. Furthermore, e banking in Tanzania including ATMs, e money and internet 

banking. 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the research methods which was used in this study. It will look 

into research design which gave way to the survey population and area of study. The 
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sampling design and procedures, as well as the variables of the study and their 

measurements was laid out. Data collection methods, data processing methods will 

also be described. 

3.2 Research Design 

Researcher applied qualitative research .  Qualitative techniques is a type of research 

that collects and works with non-numerical data .  This technique seeks to interpret 

meaning from the data that assist researcher understand social life through the study of 

targeted population which are CRDB Bank. This method allowed researcher to 

examine the impacts of the government laws and regulations in the adaptation of e-

Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania.  

Researcher select qualitative method because the method provides an in-depth 

understanding of the behaviors events, attitude, interaction and social processes that 

compose everyday life. It is the way to understand the target audience base and the 

ideas behind very specific products, issues or topics like our topics of employee 

trainings.  

3.2.1 unit of inquiry  

The unit of inquiry is the main entity that researcher is analyzing in a given study. 

Example when the researcher is comparing two telecommunication companies, then 

the unit of analysis is the group, in this case the company. In social science research, 

typical units of analysis include individuals, social organizations, groups and social 

artifacts (Benson et al, 2014; Niels 2007). In this particular study, the unit of analysis 

is the individuals that is the employee performance.  

3.3 Area of study 

The study will be conducted at Dar Es Salaam; it is the largest city in Tanzania. Dar 

Es Salaam is among the largest cities in East African countries in consideration of 

population. The city the center of economic activities in Tanzania.  Dar Es Salaam is 

located on the along Indian Ocean.  Dar Es Salaam mentioned as the fast-growing city 

in Tanzania.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanzania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Africa
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Researcher chose to conduct this study in Dar Es Salaam due to the reason that CRDB 

Head office found in Dar Es Salaam thus it would be easy to collect data. 

Furthermore, many libraries and learning institutions found in Dar Es Salaam where it 

helped researcher in collection of secondary data.  

CRDB Bank Plc is a Tanzania bank which provides banking and leading Financial 

Services to the millions of Tanzanians, it has head office in Dar Es Salaam Tanzania 

with subsidiary in Rwanda. The Bank was established in 1996 as Corporate Rural 

Development Bank. The bank was listed on the Dar Es Salaam Stock exchange (DSE) 

in June 2009.   

3.4Target Population 

Kothari (2004) argued that, population refers to people that the researcher has in mind 

from which information (data) can be obtained. In this case population was workers of 

workers and customers of CRDB Bank. Researcher selected this organization since it 

is among of the bank that has large number of e-banking customers in its database. 

The bank has 260 branches, 551 ATMs, 18 Depository ATMs, 12 Mobile branches 

and 1184 Point of Sales (POS) terminals (CRDB, 2018). 

3.5 Sampling Technique 

Thompson (1992) explained about Sampling as phenomena that used in academic 

studies as means of collection useful information (data) about a particular population, 

Population is any complete group that shares a common set of characteristics. 

Sampling process involves using a small number of items or parts of the population in 

an attempt to conclude about the whole population. Sampling is done due to 

limitations of time, funds and accessibility to the entire population.  

Researcher used simple randomly sampling in finding samples during data collection. 

Research Select this method because it is consistent method of selecting sample from 

population, simple random sampling   best suits situations whereby there is no a lot of 

available about the population and data collection can be effectively conducted on 

randomly distributed objects.  
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Also the researcher used the convenience sampling to access the top management of 

the organization who represent as workers of CRDB to get accurate data from them .  

3.6 Sample size 

Sample size is the number of population representatives to be included when form a 

sample. When choosing a sample, the researcher made sure that the sample size is the 

representative of attributes of the population and the selected sample should neither be 

excessive large nor too small. The sample size of this study were 80 respondents, 

these are workers of 40 CRDB from head office and 40 e-banking customers. 

Researcher used CRDB Workers so as to find out how government laws and 

regulations affects bank operations while used CRDB Customers to find out how 

government laws and regulations affects bank transactions.  

Researcher used small sample due to the reason that, by selecting small sample any 

respondent can be administered with a very much lower degree of disruption of the 

environment in which it is undertaken. Further it will reduce time taken to accomplish 

the study as well as reducing the cost of conducting the study.   
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Table 3. 1: Sample size 

Respondents  Sample size   Percentage  

CRDB workers 40 50% 

CRDB Customers 40 50% 

Total  80 100% 

Source: Researcher, 2018 

Table 3.1 shows the number of respondents of the study whereby 80 respondents who 

used. Among them. 40 respondents that are equivalent to 50 percent were CRDB 

workers while other 40 respondents were CRDB Customers. 

3.7 Data Collection Methods 

Data refers to facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis. The 

researcher used primary and secondary methods of data collection for this study. Data 

were collected by primary data collection methods that are interview and 

questionnaire and secondary data collection that are documentary review. 

3.7.1Primary Data Collection 

Primary data are information obtained by the researcher for the first time through use 

of questionnaires and interviews. The researcher used questionnaire as the method of 

collecting primary data from staffs and customers of CRDB. Primary data were 

collected by a means of field survey where questionnaire was administered to the 

participants.  Furthermore, the primary data was collected by interview methods from 

senior workers of CRDB. 

3.7.2 Secondary Data Collection 

Secondary data are information obtained by the researcher from the already available 

sources. Secondary data collection method is called documentary method. This 
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includes the data that have been collected by someone else and have passed through 

the statistical process. Research used past records and report of CRDB like annual 

reports, journals and publications which relate to research objectives. 

3.8 Data analysis and presentation 

Data processing is essential for a scientific study and ensuring that the researcher has 

all relevant data for making expected comparison and analysis Kothari(2004) . It also 

aims at determining whether the study observations support the hypotheses formulated 

Data carefully collected, arranged and analyzed through different methods like 

tabulations, graphs, pie charts and figures. Numerical data presented in tables, pie and 

charts while descriptive data presented in description way. Sometimes research had to 

use Statistical package for social science in data analysis. 

Data analyzed through the use of content analysis, a technique whereby conflicting 

opinions and unsolved issues regarding meaning and use of concepts, procedures and 

interpretation are shown or identified. 

3.9 Reliability and Validity of Data 

Downs (2003) wrote defined validity of data as the extent to which the concept one 

wishes to measure is actually being measured by particular scale or index. The validity 

of instruments was established by using expert judgment. Data collection instruments 

were submitted to the research supervisor who suggested some adjustments to be 

done.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS                                                                                 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter is concerned with presentation, discussion, analysis and interpretation of 

the findings of this research work. The data collected during the study was carefully 

checked for correctness, completeness, accuracy, clarity and uniformity. Numerical 

data was analyzed by computing percentage for quantification purposes.  

The findings are discussed based on respondents’ reaction to various specific 

questions that were derived from research objectives and questions.  The 

questionnaires and interview guide were designed to cover two main aspects of 

information needed: general background information and specific information. All 

data collected from the research work then are presented and 

analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. 

4.2 Characteristics of respondents 

Study selected 80 respondents from CRDB Bank, these workers included customer 

services officer, marketing officer, procurement officers, accountants etc. In social 

sciences respondent’s characteristics of respondents have very significant role to play 

in expressing and giving the responses about the particular problem, in this study 

characteristics that will be discussed are the age, education background and working 

experience.   

4.2.1 Gender of respondents 

This study took both male and female during data collection, the aim of was to gather 

different views in concluding the research. The gender of respondents was assessed so 

as to picture gender distribution of respondents during the study: - 
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Table 4. 1: Gender distribution of respondents 

Gender  Frequency distribution  Percentage % 

Male 46 57.5 

Female  34 42.5 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

4.2.3 Education level of respondents 

The study used large number of respondents who hold bachelor degree compared to 

other education level. During the study, researcher asked respondents about their 

education since education and skills is very important is work place and other issue 

related to financial activities. The following includes their responses: - 

Table 4. 2: Education level of respondents 

Education level No of Respondents  Percentage % 

Certificate  4 4 

Diploma  14 16 

Degree  49 61 

Master’s degree  16 19 

Other  0 0 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.2 above demonstrates that during the study, there were 4 respondents who 

have certificate level education who are equivalent to 4 percent. Diploma and degree 

had 14 and 49 respondents who are equivalent to 16 percent and 61 percent 

equivalent. Respondents who hold master’s degree were 16 respondents who are 
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equivalent to 19 percent. There were no respondents who hold other level of 

education.  

4.2.4 Working experience of respondents  

Employers believe experienced person can well effectively without guidance 

compared to unexperienced. Therefore, researcher asked respondents about their 

working experience in order to understand how these employees can provide well 

information about laws and regulations related to e-banking. However, this questioned 

was targeted to all 40 CRDB workers. The following includes responses of 

respondents on their working experience: - 

Table 4. 3: Working experience of respondents 

Experience  No of respondents  Percentage % 

0 – 5 years  14  35 

6 – 10 years  19 47.5 

Above 10 years  7 17.5 

Total  40 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.4 above illustrates that there were 14 respondents who are equivalent to 35 

percent of all respondents fall under working experience of 0-5 years. 19 respondents 

who are equivalent to 47.5 percent have experience of 6 – 10 years while 7 

respondents who are equivalent to 17.5 percent have experience of more than 10 

years. 

4.2.5 Experience in using e-banking  

Researcher asked respondents who are customers of CRDB Bank on how long have 

been using the services. The question was targeted to only 40 respondents who CRDB 

Bank customer. The question aimed to understand how respondents (CRDB 
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Customers) understand about the services so that they can provide accurate 

information. The following include their responses: - 
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Table 4. 4: Experience in using e-banking  

Experience  Frequency  Percentage % 

0-2 years  13 32.5 

3-5 years 17 42.5 

Above 5 years  10 25 

Total  40 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.4 above show the responses of respondents on the experience of using e-

banking, 13 respondents who are equivalent to 32.5 percent said have been using it for 

less than a two years while 17 respondents who are equivalent to 42.5 percent said that 

they have been using for the years between 3 and 5. Remaining 10 respondents said 

that they have been using it for more than five years.  

4.3 Government laws and regulations that control e-banking activities in 

Tanzania 

The study found that e-banking in Tanzania are controlled by various laws and 

regulations that include Bank of Tanzania Act, Act No. 4 of 2006, Banking and 

Financial Institutions Act, Act No. 5 of 2006, bill of exchange act, anti-money 

laundering, cybercrimes and national payment system act.  

The section 5 (1) of the Bank of Tanzania ACT 2006 describe the function of BOT as 

the regulations and supervising of banks and financial institutions. Furthermore 

Section 6(1) (a) of the Bank of Tanzania Act (2006) pointed Bank of Tanzania as the 

supervisor of all financial products and services in Tanzania; this means all activities 

related to e-banking in Tanzania will be controlled by Bank of Tanzania. 

Financial institution Act 2006 to provide for comprehensive regulation of banks and 

financial institutions; to provide for regulation and supervision of transfer money with 

a view to maintaining the stability, safety and soundness of the financial system aimed 
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at reduction of risk of loss to depositors; to provide for repeal of the Banking and 

Financial Institutions Act, (Cap.342) and to provide for other related matters. 

 

Anti-money laundering act 8(1) 2000 requires banks to report to the BOT any 

doubtful transaction conducted by customers. The act claims that any ATM 

transaction to have limit whereby normal customer has limit of TZS 1,000,000 per day 

while corporate customer has limit of TZS 3,000,000 per day. 

Therefore, this section will illustrate the responses of respondents on the government 

laws and regulations that control e-banking activities.  

 

4.3.1 Knowledge of respondents on the government laws and regulation relating 

to e-banking 

Researcher asked respondents in order to know awareness of respondents on the laws 

and regulations that governing e-banking in Tanzania. Study of Kiunsi (2013) said 

argued that awareness of users of e-banking in Tanzania on the laws and regulations 

governing it is still at low level. The following table 4.5 shows the responses of 

respondents: - 

 

Table 4. 5: Awareness on government laws and regulations on e-banking 

Awareness  Frequency  Percentage % 

Aware  52 65 

Un-aware  28 35 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.5 shows that 28 respondents are unaware on the government laws and 

regulations that control e-banking in Tanzania, the number is equivalent to 35 percent. 

Further majority of respondents are aware, they are 52 respondents who are equivalent 

to 65 percent.  
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According to the interview with CRDB Assistant Branch manager Azikiwe Premier 

Branch, argued that “number of users of e-banking in Tanzania have been using the 

services without knowing the rule and regulation. Users sign the agreement with 

banks without reading terms and conditions that on future day may results 

contradiction.” 

Study of Kato (2019) addressed that Bank of Tanzania Guidelines (2007) do not 

address at all the issue of liability in the event of risk or loss that do not displayed 

clearly to the banks customers. For Tanzania, the situation is aggravated because 

banks are allowed to PRR 3,2 104 unilaterally dictate terms and conditions without 

consulting their customers and, finally, Bank approval. Consequently, the banks make 

terms and conditions which absolve them from all liabilities. In Tanzania, some banks 

can unilaterally change terms and conditions without informing their customers, for 

example, terms and conditions of Dar es salaam Community Bank mobile and CRDB. 

These terms and conditions of banks are unilateral as banks create them with the sole 

intention of protecting their interest while interests at the expense of those of the 

customers. 

Kato (2019) added that Tanzania banks should be guided in this regard to create fair 

and impartial terms for both the banks or financial institutions and their customers. In 

this regard, there is a need to formulate comprehensive policy to guide all the banks 

and financial institutions countrywide.  

4.3.2 Effectiveness of the laws and regulations that governing e-banking in 

Tanzania 

Researcher wanted to know effectiveness of the laws and regulations that government 

e-banking in Tanzania. Study of argued that the laws regulating e-banking in Tanzania 

are very effective; however in some cases they tend to provide unfair condition 

between customers and bank.  

In order to find conclusion, researcher assessed various indicators that show the laws 

and regulations are effective in Tanzania.  

The following table 4.6 shows the indicators that illustrates effectiveness of laws and 

regulations that government e-banking in Tanzania 
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Table 4. 6: Indicators of effective of laws and regulations on e-banking 

Indicators  Example  Law/Regulations  

Closing of various banks  Closing of FBME due to 

money laundering   

Anti-money laundering 

act  

Penalties to different Banks Penalty of 1.8 Billion to 

UBL, Banc ABC, I&M 

Bank, Equity Bank and 

HABIB Bank on 

September 2019. 

Banking and Financial 

Institutions act,  Anti-

money laundering act 

Introduction of new laws  

related to e-banking  

Introduction of 

Cybercrimes act 

Cybercrimes act 2015 

Increasing regulations on 

banking activities  

Introduction of KYC Banking and Financial 

Institutions act,  Anti-

money laundering act 

Source: BOT 2018, Mwananchi Magazine 2019 

 

Researcher assessed various indicators as listed on table 4.6, on 2017 Bank of 

Tanzania shut down operation of FBME due to money Laundering scandal. 

Furthermore BOT on September 2019 imposed penalties to Banc ABC 145 million, 

Equity Bank 580 million, I&M Bank 655 million, UBL bank 325 and HABIB 175 

Million.  

 

Researcher wanted to support study findings by asking respondents on effectiveness 

of e laws and regulations.   CRDB Bank staffs only used since, they are mostly 

approached by government authorities on matters relating to e-banking. The following 

table 4.6 shows the responses of respondents on the effectiveness of government laws 

and regulations on e-banking: - 
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Table 4. 7: effectiveness of government laws and regulation on e-banking 

Laws and regulations 

effectiveness  

Frequency  Percentage  

Effective  31 38.75 

Ineffective  9 11.25 

Total 40 50 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.6 above show that majority of respondents (31) who are 38.75 percent of total 

respondents claimed that that laws and regulation are active in governing e-banking in 

Tanzania. The remaining 9 respondents who are equivalent to 11.25 percent said the 

laws and regulations are not effective. The responses of respondents provide same 

results with the study of Mkoka (2014) that portrayed that the effective of government 

laws and regulatory are in satisfactory level.  

The interview result with Public administration officer of CRDB Bank Head office, 

she argued that “Government through BOT and other regulatory bodies have been 

active in making sure financial institutions obey established rules and regulations”.  

BOT have been ensuring that Bank and other financial institutions follow laws and 

regulations that kept by government. BOT act. 4 of 2006 and the Banking and 

Financial Institutions Act, Act No. 5 of 2006 and anti-money laundering act of 2000 

are among of laws that are regulated by BOT.  

 

4.3.3 Conducive (Supportive) environment provided by laws and regulations 

relating to e-banking 

Mukama (2014) argued that laws and regulation regulating e-banking Tanzania are 

not providing supportive environment to the customers and banks at large. The laws 

and regulations provide difficultness to both customers and banks. 

Example to customers, Anti-money laundering act 8(1) 2000 restrict withdrawal 

amount from electronic payment card as explained in previous section. The act directs 

that ATM transaction to have limit on transactions whereby normal customer has limit 

of TZS 1,000,000 per day while corporate customer has limit of TZS 3,000,000 per 
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day. The situation hinder normal customer and corporate to withdrawal amount above 

the limit when are away from bank buildings or when banks closed.  

Example to Banks, Banking and Financial Institutions act and Anti-money laundering 

act require banks to disclosure any doubtful transactions that conducted by customers. 

The laws are against banks and customers agreements a require banks to keep secret 

on the customers information.  

Therefore researcher wanted to support secondary data findings from respondents thus 

Researcher asked respondents if laws and regulations governing e-banking are 

providing conducive environment for e-banking activities based on the set limit 

provided  BOT. Researcher waned o ear from respondents if the limit amount exist 

The following table 4.7 shows the responses of those respondents: - 

Table 4. 8:: Limit on ATM transaction 

Set Limit in ATM Frequency  Percentage % 

Exist  56 70 

Not exist 24 30 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.7 shows that 56 respondents who are equivalent to 70 percent of total 

respondents claimed that set limit on ATM Transaction exist. While 24 respondents 

who are equivalent to 30 percent claimed that set limit on ATM Transaction does not 

exist.  

The questionnaire results convene with interview results with Operation officer of 

CRDB Azikiwe Premier Branch who said that “Existing laws like Money laundering 

act and Bank of Tanzania act don’t provide good environment for the bank to provide 

e-banking services well, due to some restrictions introduced” 
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Kato (2019) mentioned National Information Communication Technology Policy 

(2016). This policy came into force in 2016 with the main objective of accelerating 

socio-economic development with the potential of transforming Tanzania into an ICT-

driven middle-income economy and society. The policy acknowledges that there is a 

pressing need for a comprehensive, technologically neutral and dynamic policy, legal 

and regulatory framework to address issues of privacy, ICT legislation and 

cybercrimes. 

 

Kato (2019) added Outsourcing guidelines for banks and financial institutions (2008). 

If a certain technology is necessary and is available in other areas, then it is possible to 

outsource such a service. Thus, the Outsourcing Guidelines for Banks and Financial 

Institutions, 2008 were developed to guide outsourcing in Tanzania’s banking 

industry. Yet, apart from lacking a legal force, these Guidelines fail to cover salient 

issues such as the scope of activities to be outsourced and how. In fact, the liability of 

the third party is not clear and there are no stipulated penalties for non-compliance. 

These guidelines seem to have been made in a hurry without considering all possible 

scenarios pertaining to the banking business  

 

4.3.4 Laws that regulate e-banking activities in Tanzania 

The study found that e-banking in Tanzania by a combination of various laws and 

regulations,  mentioned the Bank of Tanzania Act, Act No. 4 of 2006 and the 

Banking, Financial Institutions Act, Act No. 5 of 2006 and Anti Money laundering act 

as the laws that control e-banking Tanzania.  

 

The study found that there is Bills of Exchange Act that needs physical presentment of 

the cheque contrary to that, the cheque will be dishonored due to violation of the law. 

However, the Act gives an option to parties involved to waive such requirements.  

During the study, researcher asked respondents about the laws and regulations that 

govern e-banking Tanzania. The following table 4.8shows the list of laws and 

regulations that mentioned by respondents and also found in secondary data: - 

Table 4. 9: Laws and regulations 
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Laws or Regulations Year 

Bank of Tanzania Act  2006 

Banking and Financial Institutions Act  2006 

Bill of Exchange Act  2006 

Anti-Money laundering Act  2006 

Cybercrimes Act  2015 

The national payment systems act 2015 

Source: ,  

Table 4.8 shows laws and regulations the list of existing laws that regulate e-banking 

activities in Tanzania. These are Bank of Tanzania Act, Banking and Financial 

Institutions Act, Bill of Exchange Act, Anti-Money laundering Act and Cybercrimes 

Act.  

 

4.3.5 Advantage of e-banking on customers day to day activities 

Researcher wanted to hear from respondents who are customers of CRDB Bank how 

the banks simplify their day to day activities. Researcher asked only CRDB 

Customers respondents because the question was directed towards advantages of e-

banking on customers. The following table 4.8 shows the responses of respondents on 

the question: - 

 

Table 4. 10: Advantage of e-banking services to day to day activities 

Advantage  Frequency  Percentage  

Paying bills easily  6 7.5 

Transfer money easily  8 10 

Saving time of walking to 

bank buildings  

14 7.5 

Saving cost  12 15 

Total  40 50 

Source: Field data, 2019 
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Table 4.9 shows that 6 respondents who are equivalent to 7.5 percent said that the 

advantages of e-banking is paying bills easily like Water bills, electricity and 

subscription bills. Transfer money easily was mentioned by 8 respondent’s equivalent 

to 10 respondents while saving time of walking to bank buildings equivalent to 17.5 

percent. The remaining 12 respondents equivalent to percent 15 percent mentioned 

saving cost as the advantage of e-banking activities. 

 

According to interview with customer care officer of CRDB head office she said that 

“e-banking services has been helping in reducing queue in the banks building since 

customers can serve their selves through their banks, tablets and computers”.  

 

The study of results portrayed the same with the study that portrayed advantage of e-

banking as the easy way of payment. Argued payments can also be handled properly 

and smartly. Instead of waiting for certain due dates, customer can easily pay all 

transactions using computer and in coordination with bank. 

4.4 Complications occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania 

 Siriluck & Speece (2003) argued that many customers had their account details 

compromised, as a result of online banking. This means if one is going to use it for 

financial transactions, he/she should be aware of the risks involved. Awareness of the 

risks and problems enables customers to take precautions for a more secured online 

banking experience. 

The study assessed the complications that hinder e-banking activities in Tanzania, 

respondents were questioned to find a vivid the challenges that hinder the sectors, and 

the following include the findings: - 

4.4.1 Fraud  

During the study researcher wanted to understand how fraud is the problem to large 

number of users of e-banking in Tanzania.  Study of argued that on e-banking 

transaction the risks of doing business with unauthorized persons in an Internet 

banking it can result in finance loss through fraud. Also, it can result disclosure of 

customer information, corruption of data and unenforceable agreements. 
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Researcher asked respondents if the fraud is the changes that hinder performance of e-

banking in Tanzania, the following include responses of respondents: - 

 

Table 4. 11: Fraud 

Fraud  Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  62 77.5 

Disagree  18 22.5 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.10 above shows the responses of respondents on the fraud as the challenges of 

e-banking. The results show that 62 respondents who are equivalent to 77.5 percent 

agreed that fraud is the challenge while 18 respondents disagreed with it. The study 

results show the same results with the study of that explained fraud as the great 

challenges on e-banking activities.  

 

The interview with Information Technology officer of CRDB Bank he said that “we 

have been keeping a lot of efforts ensuring our customers are free from fraud even 

though it is still challenges to CRDB Bank and other commercial banks” 

4.4.2 Failure of internet/Network Connection  

Internet or network connection is among of the challenge which hinders e-banking 

activities in Tanzania. Study of showed that a network problem is very big challenges 

to the big commercial banks that have large number of users. In big commercial banks 

from 28th of every month up to 4th of another month there are network problems due 

high number of users who access the services. 

 

Researcher wanted to know from customers how they see failure of networks as the 

challenge of e-banking in Tanzania. The results showed that majority of respondents 

agreed that networks failure is the challenge. The following table 4.12 shows the 

response of respondents: - 
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Table 4. 12: Network failure 

Failure of network Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  50 62.5 

Disagree  30 37.5 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.12 shows that 50 respondents who are 62.5 agreed that network failure is the 

challenge in e-banking activities while 30 respondents who are equivalent to 37.5 

percent disagree with it. According to interview results with Information Technology 

officer he said that “network  problem is great challenge when servers are overloaded, 

however CRDB Bank have been keeping efforts to ensure our customers don’t face 

that problem”.  

 

The study results convene with study of that argued contradiction may occur when 

ATM network fails. In payment card transactions, the terms may exempt the bank 

from liability when the machine fails to dispense cash to customers. Due to the 

doctrine of privacy to contract, this means that, the customer cannot complain against 

the network provider if such failure caused by the network provider. Because, the one 

in contract with the network provider is the bank and not the bank customer. Thus, it 

is the bank to complain on behalf of the customer.  

 

Mukama (2014) provided example of case of Beswick v. Beswick the demonstrated 

that, the general rule in any contract is that, the contract binds parties to such a 

contract, however when such a contract is made for the benefits of third party who has 

a legitimate interest to enforce it, it can be enforced by such a third party in the name 

of contracting party or jointly with him or her. Meaning, if a bank customer fails to 

receive cash from an ATM due to the network failure, he can actually complain 

against the network provider since the bank contracted with the network provider for 

the benefit of its customers. 
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4.4.3Security problem  

Security challenge is among of the serious problem that hinders many banks in 

Tanzania.  Researcher asked respondents if security is the challenge that hinders e-

banking activities in Tanzania. The following table 4.13 the responses of respondents 

on the security challenge: - 

 

Table 4. 13: Security challenge 

Security challenge  Frequency  Percentage  

Agree  60 75 

Disagree  20 25 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.13 shows that 60 respondents who are equivalent to 75 percent agreed that 

security are the challenge in e-banking activities. The remaining 20 respondents who 

are equivalent to 25 percent disagreed with it. According to interview result with 

Customer care officer of CRDB Bank she said that our “bank have been putting more 

effort in protecting customers money, high security protection used in order to protect 

customers from hackers”.  

 

Mukama (2014)  argued that Most of the banks try to make their sites secured by 

implementing latest network security software. However, there have been plenty of 

cases in which web surfers were accidentally exposed to the financial details of online 

bankers. Internet security had a setback when in2004; Morgan Stanley admitted a 

serious security flaw in the system of the latest. 

 

Mukama Referred the pending case of two European from Bulgaria named Nedko 

Lazarov Stancev and Stella Peteva Nedelcheva, they accused to have been nabbed in 

the process of stealing a total of Tanzania shillings 70 million from various customers’ 

accounts through ATMs in Dar-es-Salaam banks. The incident is believed to be part of 

a rising wave of similar cases of cybercrime that has hit banking institutions in 

different parts of Tanzania in recent months. 
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4.4.4High rate for e-banking charges 

High rate charged on e-banking activities tend to be among of the challenges which 

hinder the industry. Different banks have various charges on their services; however, 

customers tend to complains on the charges kept on the services.  

 

Researcher asked respondents if high charges are the challenges of the e-banking in 

Tanzania. The following table 4.14 shows the responses of respondents: - 

 

Table 4. 14: high charges 

High charge  Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  59 73.75 

Disagree  21 26.25 

Total  80 100 

Source; Field data, 2019 

Table 4.14 shows that 59 respondents who are equivalent to 73.5 percent agreed that 

high rate charged by banks is the challenge of e-banking activities in Tanzania. The 

remaining 21 respondents who are equivalent to 26.25 disagreed with it. However, 

questionnaire results disagreed with interview results with Customer care manager of 

CRDB who said that “Our bank charges normal rate that is affordable to every user”. 

 

The rate for CRDB cash withdrawal in ATM is TSHS 1200 for transactions in 

Tanzania while TSHS 8,000 for transactions outside the country. Balance request for 

ATM is 400 in Tanzania while outside the country is TSHS 1,180 . 

4.4.5 How government laws and regulations challenges e-banking 

Government laws and regulations is still challenge in e-banking activities mentioned 

by many researchers. argued that in legal rights and obligations of the parties to 

electronic banking is a legal challenge to electronic banking undertakings because 

banks may be in a difficult situation in abiding with the law  

Anti-money laundering act require bank to set limit for transaction which conducted 

by individual and companies through ATM. The set limit is Tanzania shilling 
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1,000,000 for individual and 3,000,000 for corporate per day. The situation challenges 

customers when needs more cash than set limit per day especially when banks are 

closed like weekends or evenings  

The study asked respondents to get their view if Anti-money laundering act are 

challenges in e-banking activities. The following include response of respondents on 

the question:  

 

Table 4. 15: Challenge of Anti-money laundering act 

Anti-money laundering 

act 

Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  53 66.25 

Disagree  27 33.75 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.15 shows that 53 respondents who are equivalent 66.25 percent agreed that 

Anti-money laundering act is the challenges in e-banking activities while 27 

respondents equivalent to 33.75 percent disagreed. The study results portrayed what 

showed by . In their study that explained government laws especially anti-money 

laundering act as the great challenge.  

 

Banking and Financial Institutions Act 2006 require Banks and financial Institutions 

to disclose doubtful transaction conducted by customers. This is challenge to Banks 

and financial Institutions since the agreement between customers and bank require 

bank not to disclosure any information to third party.  

Bank can be at risks of losing customers when they find that the banks provide their 

information to the third party.   

 

According to interview customer care manager of CRDB Head office, she said that the 

“Banking and Financial Institutions Act 2006 force us to disclosure doubtful 

transactions of our customers in e-banking which is against terms and conditions that 
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we agreed with our customers”. She added that the “contract between CRDB bank 

and customers require Bank to protect customers privacy include transactions history 

thus no third party allowed to access customer’s information”.  

Researcher asked respondents who are customers of CRDB Bank on how they will 

react when they find particular banks provide their information to the government or 

other third party. The following include response of respondents:- 

 

Table 4. 16: Reaction of customers when they find banks discloses their 

information 

Reaction Frequency Percentage % 

Stop using particular bank 28 70 

Warning bank 4 10 

Continuing using 

particular bank 

6 15 

Take no action 2 5 

Total  40 50% 

 

Source: Field data, 2019 

Table 4.16 above shows that 28 respondents who are equivalent to 70 percent claimed 

that when they find bank disclose their information they will stop using bank while 6 

respondents equivalent to 10 percent of respondents. Furthermore 4 respondents’ 

equivalent to 10 said that they will warn banks while 2 respondent equivalents to 5 

percent said they will take no action.  

 

4.5 Banks and Government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-banking 

Banks have been putting various efforts in order to provide safe environment for e-

banking activities in Tanzania. Government established various acts in order to 

improve e-banking services at the same time to protect customers. Cybercrimes Act 

and national payment systems act was established to safe guard business environment 

in e-banking.  
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Researcher wanted to understand the efforts conducted by Commercial Banks and 

government on keeping safe e-banking in Tanzania. Respondents were asked on the 

questions related to the efforts; further secondary data were used. The following 

include study results on the efforts put by banks and government to reduce e-banking 

challenge: - 

 

4.5.1 Increasing security  

Security in e-banking is very essential thing that customers need; it increases 

customer’s confidence on using the services.  

Government of Tanzania have been putting an effort on increasing security like 

introduction of cybercrimes  act 2015 and introduction of Police Department that deals 

will online transaction thief. 

Researcher asked respondents on the efforts done by banks to eliminate e-banking 

services, the following include the responses: - 

 

Table 4. 17: Increasing security 

Increasing security  Frequency  Percentage % 

Increasing police at ATMs  15 18.75 

Increasing security 

software  

41 51.25 

Formation of strictly laws 

and regulations 

22 27.5 

None of above  3 3.75 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.15 shows the responses on the respondents when asked on the increasing 

security as the measure of reducing the challenges of e-banking, the results show 41 

respondents who are equivalent to 51.25 percent mentioned increasing security 

software in order to safeguards systems from hackers and online thieves.  Further 15 
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respondents who are equivalent to 18.75mentioned increasing secure in ATM and 

banks. Formation of strictly laws and regulations was mentioned by 22 respondents 

who are equivalent to 27.5 percent. The remaining 3 respondents who are equivalent 

to 3.75 said none of above.  

 

Questionnaire results supported by interview results with Information technology 

officer of CRDB who said that, “CRDB Bank has been investing on protecting 

customers from internet thief and other frauds that can result loss of money”.  

 

Study of showed that majority of respondents (62 percent) said that security is the 

factor that have be improved. In making E-banking products for transactions, the 

manufactures or the service providers are always concerned about hackers and anti-

social elements. Therefore 

Security features are always provided to prevent theft. In the process of acquiring the 

E-banking products, certain confidential information is required in addition to 

username and passwords.  

 

Most of the banks try to make their sites secured by implementing latest network 

security software to prevent hackers from entry. Those who feel E-banking usage was 

not secure mentioned that fraudster could easily tracked customers pins and access 

their accounts. They also believe that any close pal of the customer who knows the pin 

could access the accounts. E Banking fraud is carried out in two major steps. Firstly, 

the offender must get their hands on the customer's account information, like them 

username and password. Secondly, the offender will use that information to move his 

victim’s money to another account or withdraw it to make fraudulent purchases. 

However, protection of this information makes E-banking very secure and safe. 

Study of argued that in undertaken E-banking transactions, customers are always 

concerned about hackers and anti-social elements. Hacking enables the unethical 

hackers to penetrate the accounts of online bankers, and spend their money. 

Availability of confidential information which is just secured by a username and 
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password makes it vulnerable to such threats. Most of the banks try to make their sites 

secured by implementing latest network security software.  

4.5.2 Introduction of government laws and regulations  

Government has been introducing some laws and regulations that protect customers 

from frauds and related issues. The laws tend to establish high punishment to the 

person who practices online fraud.  

Cybercrimes act 2015 is among of government act used to protect banks and 

customers from online thieves. Cybercrimes act 2015 makes provisions for 

criminalizing offences related to computer systems and Information Communication 

Technologies; provides for investigation, collection, and use of electronic evidence in 

Tanzania. 

National payment system act (2015) provides the legal framework for payment 

systems to operate in Tanzania. The Act is an all-encompassing law for licensing, 

compliance, enforcement, and matters of liability for breach of the law. It allows 

companies, other than banks and financial institutions, to operate payment systems in 

Tanzania by obtaining a license from the Bank of Tanzania (BOT). 

In order to be able to issue money that is stored electronically in an instrument or 

device, the Act requires non-banks or financial institutions licensed as payment 

system providers to obtain an electronic money issuer license. 

Therefore, researcher asked respondents if they introduction of laws and regulations 

may be better way of reducing e-banking challenge, the following include responses 

of respondents: - 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 18: introduction government laws and regulations 

Introduction of 

government laws and 

Frequency  Percentage % 
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regulations  

Agree  32 40 

Disagree  48 60 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.16 shows that 48 respondents who are equivalent to 60 percent disagreed with 

the statement while 32 respondents who are equivalent to 40 percent agreed. 

According to interview with Information technology officer, he said that “government 

laws and regulation has been putting difficult environment for the e-banking instead 

helping.  

4.5.3Advancement of technology  

Network problem has been causing large number of customers failing to access their 

funds on time. Argued that Bank should introduce modern ways to operate the e-

banking systems in order to eliminate the challenge.  

 

Example CRDB introduced ATM which allowed customer to deposit cash. 

Furthermore, CRDB and other banks introduced phone applications that operate in 

Android and IOS where customer can do banking transaction. 

 

Researcher asked respondents if advancement of technology may result elimination of 

e-banking challenges, the following table shows the responses: - 
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Table 4. 19: Advancement of technology 

Advancement of 

technology  

Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  63 78.75 

Disagree  17 21.25 

Total  80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.17 shows that 63 respondents that are equivalent to 78.75 percent agreed with 

the advancement of technology while 17 respondents who are equivalent to 21.25 

percent disagreed with the statement. According to interview with Customer care 

manager of CRDB Bank, she said that our bank has been recruiting high technology in 

serving customer through e-banking so as to make sure that service is available 24 

hours. 

The study results convene with the study of who argued that rapid advancement in 

electronic distribution channels has produced tremendous changes in the financial 

industry in recent years, with an increasing rate of change in technology, competition 

among players and consumer needs. The proliferation of, and rapid advances in, 

technology-based systems, especially those related to the internet, are leading to 

fundamental changes in how companies interact with customers. Internet banking has 

become the self-service delivery channel that allows banks to provide information and 

offer services to their customers with more convenience via the web services 

technology.  

 

4.5.3 Increasing awareness on the customers about the laws and regulations 

Banks and other stakeholders should provide education to the customers on the laws 

and regulations that control e-banking in Tanzania. According to Temba (2012) 

customers are still unaware on the regulations that governing e-banking and financial 

institutions at large.  
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CRDB and other Banks have been participating in trade shows and exhibition to 

educate customer about the laws and regulation related to online banking.  

Researcher asked respondents if increasing awareness to the customers about the laws 

and regulations on e-banking will help to reduce challenges of e-banking, the 

following include their responses: - 

 

Table 4. 20: Increasing awareness to the customers 

Increasing customers 

awareness on laws and 

regulations 

Frequency  Percentage % 

Agree  55 68.75 

Disagree  35 31.25 

Total 80 100 

Source: Field data, 2019 

 

Table 4.18 shows that 55 respondents who are equivalent to 68.75 percent agree that 

increase awareness to the customers about the laws and regulations governing e-

banking will be reasonable way of eliminating the challenge. The remaining 35 

respondent’s equivalent to 31.25 percent disagrees with it. The study result assemblies 

Temba (2012) that portrayed the same. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

5.1: Introduction 

This chapter covers the discussion of findings on three developed objectives and 

control variables. 

5.2 Government laws and regulations that control e-banking activities in 

Tanzania 

During the study, researcher found that e-banking in Tanzania are controlled by 

various laws and regulations that are Bank of Tanzania Act, Banking and Financial 

Institutions Act, Bill of Exchange Act, Anti-Money laundering Act and Cybercrimes 

Act. The study found that section 5 (1) of the Bank of Tanzania ACT 2006 describe 

the function of BOT as the regulations and supervising of banks and financial 

institutions. Furthermore, Section 6(1) (a) of the Bank of Tanzania Act (2006) pointed 

Bank of Tanzania as the supervisor of all financial products and services in Tanzania; 

this means all activities related to e-banking in Tanzania will be controlled by Bank of 

Tanzania. 

The study further found that financial institution Act 2006  provide for comprehensive 

regulation of banks and financial institutions; to provide for regulation and 

supervision of transfer money with a view to maintaining the stability, safety and 

soundness of the financial system aimed at reduction of risk of loss to depositor. 

On the cybercrime act the study shows that the government and the banks have used 

this act in securing the Internet banking hence less fraud has been committed which 

customers are satisfied with using E-Banking. 

5.3 Unsupportive environment provided by laws and regulations relating to e-

banking 

The government laws like Anti-money laundering act 8(1) 2000 requires banks to 

report to the BOT any doubtful transaction conducted by customers. The act claims 

that any ATM transaction to have limit whereby normal customer has limit of TZS 
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1,000,000 per day while corporate customer has limit of TZS 3,000,000 per day. The 

law goes against contract between banks and customers that, the information relating 

to transaction won’t be exposed to third party.  

The study found that BOT on September 2019 imposed penalties to Banc ABC 145 

million, Equity Bank 580 million, I&M Bank 655 million, UBL bank 325 and HABIB 

175 Million. The findings were supported by Study of whom Mukama (2014) argued 

that the laws regulating e-banking in Tanzania are very effective; however in some 

cases they tend to provide unfair condition between customers and bank.  

5.4 Effectiveness of government laws and regulation on e-banking 

The study found that argued that laws and regulation regulating e-banking Tanzania 

are not providing supportive environment to the customers and banks at large. The 

laws and regulations provide difficultness to both customers and banks. 

Researcher provided example of Anti-money laundering act 8(1) 2000 that restrict 

withdrawal amount from electronic payment card as explained in previous section. 

The act directs that ATM transaction to have limit on transactions whereby normal 

customer has limit of TZS 1,000,000 per day while corporate customer has limit of 

TZS 3,000,000 per day. The situation hinder normal customer and corporate to 

withdrawal amount above the limit when are away from bank buildings or when banks 

closed.  

5.5 Significances of e-banking to customers 

The study found that e-banking has vital importance to the customers in day to day 

activities. These include paying bills easily, Transfer money easily, saving time of 

walking to bank buildings and saving cost saving cost.  The study was supported by 

study that portrayed advantage of e-banking as the easy way of payment; she also 

added that payments can also be handled properly and smartly. Instead of waiting for 

certain due dates, customer can easily pay all transactions using computer and in 

coordination with bank. 

Due to most of the respondents have said the government laws and regulations are 

more effective . This has made them to relay on E-Banking a lot because of good 
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security for example on the ATM there are cameras to record all the activities just 

incase something bad happens to the customer and the customer’s money they can 

have vivid evidence of the person stealing .  

5.6 Challenges face customer in using e-banking 

The study found in e-banking there are various challenges that faces customers in day 

to day activities. These challenges include fraud, internet problem, high charges and 

network failure. The study findings were supported by various authors that include 

Study of showed that a network problem is very big challenges to the big commercial 

banks that have large number of users. In big commercial banks from 28th of every 

month up to 4th of another month there are network problems due high number of 

users who access the services.  Argued that most of the banks try to make their sites 

secured by implementing latest network security software. 

5.7 Government efforts on eliminating challenges of e-banking 

However the government and banks have been doing great efforts to eliminate 

challenges facing customers in e-banking. Most of the banks try to make their sites 

secured by implementing latest network security software to prevent hackers from 

entry. Those who feel E-banking usage was not secure mentioned that fraudster could 

easily tracked customers pins and access their accounts. They also believe that any 

close pal of the customer who knows the pin could access the accounts. E Banking 

fraud is carried out in two major steps. Firstly, the offender must get their hands on the 

customer's account information, like them username and password. Secondly, the 

offender will use that information to move his victim’s money to another account or 

withdraw it to make fraudulent purchases. However, protection of this information 

makes E-banking very secure and safe. 

 

Furthermore Government introduced two thing regulations that cybercrime laws and 

national payment systems act. Cybercrimes act 2015 is among of government act used 

to protect banks and customers from online thieves. Cybercrimes act 2015 makes 

provisions for criminalizing offences related to computer systems and Information 
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Communication Technologies; provides for investigation, collection, and use of 

electronic evidence in Tanzania.  

 

National payment system act (2015) provides the legal framework for payment 

systems to operate in Tanzania. The Act is an all-encompassing law for licensing, 

compliance, enforcement, and matters of liability for breach of the law. It allows 

companies, other than banks and financial institutions, to operate payment systems in 

Tanzania by obtaining a license from the Bank of Tanzania (BOT).  

5.8 BANKS  EFFORTS ON ELIMATING CHALLENGES OF E-BANKING 

 The banks have been putting a lot of efforts to insure that the customers enjoy the e-

banking services according to the study the bank on the ATM part they have put 

cameras on the ATM to prevent theft and also increase of security guards to make sure 

there is safety . 

Also increase of technicians in ensuring the system is updated at all time especially on 

the mobile banking customers get notifications to update the app . This has enabled  

more security and also through the app in order to log in a password and user name is 

asked before using .this has made customers to trust the E-Banking system .  
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter includes conclusion and recommendations of the study, after passing 

through all data collected during the study and analyzing; researcher is concluding the 

study.  Conclusion will base on the role of government laws and regulations in the 

adaptation of e-banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. Furthermore, researcher 

will provide recommendations to the various groups including recommendations for 

further studies. 

6.2 Summary 

The study assessed the role of government laws and regulations in the adaptation of e-

banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. The study found that large number of 

banks customers and staffs are unaware of the rule and regulations that govern e-

banking in Tanzania. Customers and staffs of banks are aware on the terms and 

condition provided by banks to the customers during e-banking registration. 

The study found that laws and regulations that govern e-banking in Tanzania are very 

active, mostly of the respondents (37) who are CRDB Bank staffs said the laws and 

regulations are active. The study results supported by) that portrayed that the effective 

of government laws and regulatory are in satisfactory level. 

The study found that the laws and regulations that governs e-banking in Tanzania, 

don’t provide conducive environment for e-banking activities to operate well. 

Majority of respondents who are equivalent to 60 percent agreed that the laws and 

regulations is don’t provide conducive environment for e-banking users.  

The study found that laws and regulations that govern e-banking activities are Bank of 

Tanzania Act, Banking and Financial Institutions Act, Bill of Exchange Act, Anti-

Money laundering Act, Cybercrimes Act and the national payment systems act.  
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The study found that challenges that face e-banking activities include fraud, network 

problems, government laws and regulations restrictions, security problems and high 

rate for service charges. Majority of respondents agreed with the mentioned 

challenges as the obstacles towards advancement of e-banking in Tanzania.   

6.3 Conclusion 

Generally, the study aimed to assess the role of government laws and regulations in 

the adaptation of e-banking in commercial banks in Tanzania. The study had three 

specific objectives that are determining the operation of government laws and 

regulations in controlling e-banking activities in Tanzania, identifying the 

complications, occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania and determining the banks 

and government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-banking.  

 

There are no specific laws and regulations that established by government to control 

e-banking activities in Tanzania. However, there are other existing laws and 

regulations that used to regulate e-banking activities. These laws and regulations 

include Bank of Tanzania Act (2006), Banking and Financial Institutions Act (2006), 

Bill of Exchange Act (2006), Anti-Money laundering Act (2006), Cybercrimes Act 

(2017) and the national payment systems act (2015).  

Customers and banks staffs who are key players in e-banking tend to be unaware on 

the government laws and regulations that govern e-banking in Tanzania. Majority of 

them don’t know which laws and regulations used to monitor activities relating to e-

banking 

The laws and regulations established are very active in regulating e-banking activities 

in Tanzania, however they tend to hinder applicability of e-banking activities. Existing 

of regulations like setting maximum amount of withdrawing from ATM of 1,000,000 

and 3,000,000 for individual and corporate respectively hinder customers of e-

banking. 

E-banking service is very important to the customers due to the customers due to 

simplifying banking transactions. Easy access to cash, paying bills easily, saving cost 
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and saving time to bank buildings are among of the advantages that customers enjoy 

due to existence of e-banking services. However, e-banking still facing challenges like 

fraud, network problems, government laws and regulations restrictions, security 

problems and high rate for service charges.  

Various measures can be taken to reduce e-banking challenges in Tanzania, increasing 

security for e-banking activities is among of the measure which can be taken. Others 

are increasing awareness of the services to the customers, improving networks 

services and introduction of laws and regulations that protect customers from fraud.  

6.4 Recommendations  

In consideration of this study, researcher provide the following recommendations: - 

a) Government , Banks and other financial Institutions should introduce specific laws 

which govern e-banking activities in Tanzania, this will help to eliminate challenges 

of e-banking. The law will be introduced in consideration of the weakness and 

strengths of the service thus it will be better way of solving e-banking challenge.  

 

b) Government, Banks and other financial institutions should focus on increasing 

security on e-banking activities. Customers feels unsecured due to various actions 

related to internet robbery; thus e-banking stakeholders have to increase so that 

customers will increase confidence on making e-banking transactions.  

 

c) Bank should invest on increasing awareness to the customers about e-banking 

activities since there large number of customers who don’t know how to use e-

banking activities. This will help to reduce queue in bank buildings.   

 

6.5 Recommendations for further studies  

a) Further studies should be focused on how to increase e-banking services to rural 

areas where the services users are very low compared to urban areas. Thus, 

researchers should focus on the why the number of users of e-banking is low in rural 

areas and how to increase that number. E-banking services will help rural people to 

avoid walking long distance to find bank buildings.  
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b) Further studies should be focused on the how to increase security on e-banking 

activities. The studies have to clarify the reasons of large number of customers being 

attacked by hackers and thieves and how government and banks can solve the 

problem. The study will have to recommend better ways of security that can be used 

to protect customers from thieves.  
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APPENDICES I 

QUESTIONAIRE FOR CRDB STAFFS 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Introduction 

The following is a questionnaire designed to facilitate the successful collection of data 

for the 

academic dissertation titled, role of the government laws and regulations in the 

adaptation of e- 

Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania, carried out for partial fulfillment of the 

award of 

Masters Degree from Mzumbe University. 

The data to be collected will strictly be used for academic purposes and the 

respondents will not 

be held accountable for the act or omission from the use of the data explored. Kindly 

respond to 

The following questionnaire so as to facilitate the successful completion of this 

research. 
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Part A: Demographic information (tick appropriate) 

 

Demographic information 

Gender  Age  Education  

Male  Less than 25 Certificate  

Female  25 – 34 Diploma  

 35 – 44 Degree  

 45 – 54 Master’s degree 

 55 and above Other  

 

 

Works information 

Work experience  Position  Department  

0 – 5 years customer care/front desk Finance  

6 – 10 years  Accountant /finance officer  Marketing  

Above 10 years  Marketing officer  Customer care  

 Records keepers/officer 

attendant 

Administration 

 IT personnel  IT 

 Other Other  
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Part B: identify government laws and regulations that control e-banking activities 

in Tanzania 

1. Do you know any laws or regulations that control e-banking activities in Tanzania? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If yes, please mention them 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Do laws and regulations relating to e-banking Tanzania, provide supportive 

environment for e-banking activities? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If NO, please explain why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

3. How e-banking simplify your day to day activities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………… 

4. What are the government laws or regulations that hinder e-banking activities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

5. What is your suggestion on government laws and regulations that associated with e-

banking in Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part C: Complications occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania 

6. What are the challenges face e-banking in Tanzania? 

a. Fraud  

b. Networks/internet connections  

c. Government regulation 

d. Other  

If you selected other, please specify 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. How government laws and regulations affect e-banking activities in Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……….. 

8. What should be done to eliminate challenges face e-banking in Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………… 
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Part D: banks efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-banking 

9. Is you bank doing any effort on eliminating? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If you selected YES please explain which effort 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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APPENDICES II 

QUESTIONAIRE FOR CRDB CUSTOMERS  

Introduction 

The following is a questionnaire designed to facilitate the successful collection of data 

for the 

Academic dissertation titled, role of the government laws and regulations in the 

adaptation of e- 

Banking in commercial banks in Tanzania, carried out for partial fulfillment of the 

award of 

Masters Degree from Mzumbe University. 

The data to be collected will strictly be used for academic purposes and the 

respondents will not 

be held accountable for the act or omission from the use of the data explored. Kindly 

respond to 

The following questionnaire so as to facilitate the successful completion of this 

research. 
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Part A: Demographic information (tick appropriate) 

 

Demographic information 

Gender  Age  Education  

Male  Less than 25 Certificate  

Female  25 – 34 Diploma  

 35 – 44 Degree  

 45 – 54 Master’s degree 

 55 and above Other  

 

 

 

For how long you have been using 

CRDB services 

How do you access your bank services  

0-3 years Sim Banking  

4-7years   Internet Banking  

7-10 years  Fahari Huduma 

More than 10 years  Visiting bank building  

 

Part B: identify government laws and regulations that control e-banking activities 

in Tanzania 

1. Since you are using e-banking in Tanzania, Do you know any laws or regulations 

that control e-banking activities in Tanzania? 
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c. Yes 

d. No 

If yes, please mention them 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. As customer of e-banking in Tanzania, Do laws and regulations relating to e-

banking Tanzania, provide supportive environment for e-banking activities? 

c. Yes 

d. No 

If NO, please explain why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

3. How e-banking simplify your day to day activities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………… 

4. What are the government laws or regulations that hinder you access to e-banking 

activities? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

5. As the users of e-banking, what is your suggestions on government laws and 

regulations that associated with e-banking in Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 
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Part C: Complications occur in e-banking transactions in Tanzania 

6. What are the challenges that face you in accessing e-banking? 

a. Fraud 

b. Networks/internet connections  

c. Government regulation 

d. Other  

If you selected other, please specify 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. On your views, how government laws and regulations affect e-banking activities in 

Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……….. 

8. On your views, what should be done to eliminate challenges face e-banking in 

Tanzania? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………… 

 

Part D: banks and government efforts on eliminating challenge facing e-banking 

9. Is you bank doing any effort on eliminating? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If you selected YES please explain which effort 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

10. Government laws introduced like cybercrimes act can be a way of solving 

challenge facing e-banking? 
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a. Yes 

b. No 

  Please explain why YES or NO 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………… 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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APPENDICES III 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. What is your name 

2. What is your position  

3. For how long you have been working with CRDB? 

4. Do you know e-banking? 

5. How e-banking improves CRDB services? 

6. What are the challenges face e-banking Tanzania? 

7. How government laws and regulations affect e-banking in Tanzania? 

8. What should be done to eliminate challenges face e-banking in Tanzania? 

 

 

 


